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ABSTRACT

The paper presents institutional competition between political authorities as
a moving force behind institutional and economic change. It introduces the
theoretical concept, stressing the interplay between political and economic
actors and the transaction costs that the exit and voice options involve. Sub
sequentiy the concept is applied to German premodern economic history
The paper shows how it may help to explain the transformation from an
economic order based on a corporate society to a modern market economy.
In a final chapter, some possible further areas of research that might prove to
be fruitful are outlined.

Introduction

Apart from collectivist or holist approaches that argue with dialectics and similar
quasi-laws which are not reducible to the individual, there seem to be basically two
approaches to explain major developments and trends in economic history One argues
with changes of the individual’s value system and maintains that these are responsible for
a tendency to frequent technical innovations, for a rise in investment, or for expanding
trade. The other argues with changing rules of behavior which account for the same
developments. Ofcourse, usually economic historians do not restrict themselves to this
rigid framework but draw on a number ofother factors, too.1 Still, if pressed most would
probably come down either on the one side or on the other.2 The concepts they apply -
values on the one hand, rules on the other— correspond closely to what is called prefer
ences and restrictions in the economist’s jargon.

There are several reasons why it is more feasible to argue with changing restrictions
ofeconomic behavior than to argue with changing values. Human or cultural values may
certainly change and this may certainly influence economic performance. However, to
establish a plausible link between values and individual decisions seems to be extremely
difficult.3 Furthermore, values are difficult to observe. When sources show that an
individual’s economic behaviorwas changing, this can be explained as the effect ofchanging
values. However, these values can usually only be reconstructed from observing eco
nomic behavior. Here, it seems to be difficult to avoid tautological arguments.4Restric
tions — not only physical restrictions, but also humanly devised restrictions ofhuman
behavior, that is, institutions5—are much more easy to observe. What needs to be stud
ied are their effects on the economy and the causes of their change.
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Basically, there are two links between institutions and the economy. Rules ofhuman
behavior influence the incentives for productive activities, and they determine how costly
it is to transact and to capture the gains from trade.6 How and why do institutions
change? Obviously, there may be a number ofreasons, but the concept presented here is
stressing one factor, namely competition among political authorities for mobile factors of
production, that is, for capital or labor. Here, the competitive parameters are the institu
tions valid in the competing jurisdictions.7

Basic tenets of the concept of institutional competition

The idea underlying the concept of institutional competition is that it is possible to
analyze the behavior of governments just as that of firms in the market. Like firms,
governments supply a number ofgoods and services. Still, there is one important differ
ence. States provide public goods - usually at least military security and some mechanism
to settle’ disputes - which can be defined by jointness of supply and impossibility of
exclusion.8Because of this, there is an incentive for every individual to use public goods
supplied by the state while not bearing the costs. The suppliers are consequently inter
ested in having coercive means at their disposal which they need to extract payment from
individuals who would otherwise freeride.

When studied dosely, it becomes apparent that competition between states consists
of two separate but interlocked processes. On the one hand, there is a process of ex
change which links both sides of the market, that is, supply and demand, and on the
other hand, there is a parallel process which consists of the actions ofactors on the same
side of the market. In the process of exchange, buyers choose goods or services provided
by the sellers. In the parallel process, sellers try to improve their situation vis a vis their
competitors.9

The process ofexchange depends on the fact that economic actors are in control of
resources the use ofwhich yields different results in different jurisdictions, due to, among
other things, different institutions valid there. They are therefore interested in being
provided with an institutional system which allows them to use their assets to their best
possible advantage. If they have the chance to exit to another jurisdiction, it is possible to
choose between suppliers much as on any market.’° A precondition for this is acquiring
information about alternatives. However, to become informed is costly, just as becoming
informed about opportunities to do business on product markets gives rise to transaction
costs. All this restricts the chances of individuals freely to choose among polities.

The higher these costs are, the more important does another way ofaction become.
Instead ofexitingwhen dissatisfiedwith the institutions supplied by political actors within
the jurisdiction, it is possible to resort to voice. In the sense Albert 0. Hirschman first
used this term, it comprises all activities which are aimed at changing conditions instead
ofjust escaping from them. Ultimately, voice gains weight because it is backed by the
threat to choose the supply ofdifferent political actors either by exiting, as shown above,
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or by changing the governmentwithin the polity; How costly it is depends largely on the
form it takes and on the relevant institutions applying in the jurisdiction concerned.

Even when individuals are prepared to bear all these costs, the intensity ofcompeti
tion depends on another factor. The economic actors’ chance to choose among polities,
that is, among institutional systems, is itselfinfluenced by institutions. These so-called
meta-rules determine for example the conditions under which individuals are allowed to
exit from their jurisdiction or to invest outside their polity;’2 Though they have been
formulated by the political actors themselves - frequentlywith an eye on preventing the
exit ofeither capital or labor or both— competition among polities may limit the power
governments have over economic actors. The costs ofperfectly enforcing institutions are
prohibitive so that exiting to a less repressive polity is never completely impossible. If
economic actors make use of this chance, and if political actors realize that they cannot
prevent them, the fear oflosing capital or labor will restrict the governments’ freedom of
action. Then, competition helps to preserve liberty3

There are a number ofways how suppliers of institutions can improve their situa
tion in the parallel process, that is, vis avis their competitors. They can experimentwith
institutional iunovations or spend resources on acquiring information about the prefer
ences of the economic actors maldng use of their supply or about the institutions pro
vided by other authorities. In all cases competition functions as a procedure to discover
new or hitherto unused knowledge.’4Changes or innovations may either affect abstract
rules which apply to an unknown number offuture cases, or concrete rules with the help
ofwhich concrete objectives are pursued.’5Usually, the latter, that is, privileges, special
rights, entitlements, etc., hamper economic growth because they protect privileged indi
viduals and groups from the effects of economic competition. Thereby they delay or
prevent the disappearance of firms which would not be viable in a competitive environ
ment and reduce incentives for innovative activities. Commonly, political authorities
which concentrate on abstract rules that are not as problematic achieve a higher eco
nomic growth rate.’6

Furthermore, institutional changes may, of course, apply to the meta-institutions
mentioned above. As Walter Eucken noted, anybody who is subject to competition is
always interested in avoiding it’7 — this holds true for firms in product markets just as
well as for political authorities competingwith each other. And just as firms, authorities
may try to gain monopolies or to form cartels. Closing ones borders, preventing exit as
far as possible and thereby forcing economic actors to make do with the institutions
suppliedwithin the polity; is comparable to attempts to gain a monopoly, while harmo
nizing the institutional supply and the prices — that is, the tax-rates — corresponds to
forming a cartel.’8

In sum: Competition between polities can be subdivided into a process ofexchange
and a parallel process. In the process ofexchange, the users ofthe institutions supplied by
political authorities chose where to allocate their resources. In the parallel process, au
thorities put under pressure by exit or voice ofeconomic actors may try to improve their
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position relative to their competitors by modifying the institutions they provide. The
basic assumption is that this induces them to discover new institutions which in the long
run are conducive to economic growth.’9

Applying the concept in history: the case of early modem Germany

The concept introduced in the preceding section was developed by economists who
had modern conditions, characterized by a plurality ofnation states, in mind. To apply it
to history is therefore not always easy it becomes the more difficult, the further back one
goes and the more different the political system was. The striking thing about the
premodern German political systemwas the lack of states in the sense ofpolitical organi
zations with territorially defined monopolies of the supply ofmilitary security and legal
rules.2° This leads to the questions of how competition worked under such circum
stances.

Before these questions are tackled, the premodem political system ofGermany needs
briefly to be described. In the course of some decades ofintensive research it has become
clear that nineteenth-century notions about constitutional history relied too heavily on
terms and concepts borrowed from contemporary public law.2’ Instead of a state which
had delegated some of its functions to subordinate authorities, the political system was
hierarchically built up of numerous autonomous authorities all ofwhich provided cer
tain public goods for individuals and authorities below them, beginning with the
nobleman’s or artisan’s household and ending with the Reichstag, the emperor and the
pope. Along the same lines, society was divided into rigidly separated corporate orders
the members ofwhich adhered to specific institutions. Peasants, burghers, noblemen
and clergy; the principal orders, all were subject to specific restrictions ofthe freedom of
contract on product markets.22 Peasants, for example, would be forbidden by their lords
to sell their crops directly to exporting merchants, artisans’ apprentices would be denied
the chance to open shops of their own, etc. Altogether, such restrictions severely reduced
the premodern economy’s potential for growth: they hampered a further division of la
bor, theymade it difficult to specialize and consequently prevented gains in productivity;
Moreover, they constituted barriers to the access to markets; prices developing there
could not accurately reflect the relations of scarcity so that resources were systematically
misallocated. Because social orders were at least partly structured hierarchically, indi
viduals responsible for economic decisions that proved to be harmful had frequently the
chance to recoup their losses by political means. Finally, for the same reason contracts
between members ofdifferent orders were risky; The higher ranking partner always had
the better chances to break the contract with impunity;23

This system was well established in the later Middle Ages. It developed in the pre
ceding centuries when society seems to have been much more open, but also more inse
cure, so that military security was the most important good supplied by authorities. If
the way this was done is considered, it becomes clear why a feudal hierarchy developed.
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Evidently a single landlord would have had few chances of protecting a village against
e.g. plunderers.24 The good he provided did not consist simply of security but rather of
organizing the defensive efforts of his peasants or of other noblemen. Moreover, the
landlord may have had a castle to which the peasants might flee. Noblemen who had
several castles could, in a similar way, organize the defensive efforts of lesser nobles.What
matters is that practically nobodywho fuffilled a purely economic criterion was excluded
from providing security: anybody able to support a household with relatives and servants
could establish himself as a political authority;25 As in principle anybodywho met this
criterion could conclude agreements about the provision of military security; political
relationships were in this respect characterized by freedom ofcontract. It was this free—
dom on which feudalism as a political system was based.26

It is here assumed that political authorities were primarily interested in maximizing
their income. This assumption seems to be all the more plausible because political actors
always were economic actors, too, that is, because part of their income stemmed from
economic activities of their own. Apart from this, landlords originally received mainly
agricultural or military services. Under these conditions, their income or revenue de
pended primarily on the number ofpeople who labored and fought for them.27 A land
lord who was interested in maximizing his income therefore had a strong incentive not
only to concentrate on working his demesne but also to try and gain as many subjects as
possible. As the number of these was limited, competition among feudal authorities was
inevitable.

This leads to the question ofwhether it was necessary for authorities to realize that
theywere competing with each other. Obviously, in an age without statistics theywere at
best partly able to register whether the number of their subjects grew or decreased. Eco
nomic literature is silent on this question. Still, it is frequently stressed that the income of
participants in product markets contains information about their relative success - infor
mation, however, that is encoded.28 A decreasing income does not only not showwhat
exactly is wrong with the goods supplied but can be attributed to any number of other
causes as well. Similarly, when a political authority’s revenue decreased, it did not matter
whether the authority correctly interpreted this development. What mattered was that
whoever acted as a political authority reacted by modifying the institutions he provided.
In order to behave competitively he just had to perceive a decrease in his revenue but not
the exit ofhis subjects. It is no surprise, then, that in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
territorial princes tried not only to organize more efficient protection but to create rules
which made it easier for their subjects to be economically successfiil, for example by
granting privileges to merchants who founded to*ns. This was the direct effect ofcom
petition for mobile resources.29

Apart from gaining new rural or civic subjects, there was another way the providers
ofsecurity and institutions could maximize their income. Even when it is assumed that
originally they and the demanders ofthese goods had about the same bargaining strength,
this frequently changed as soon as the contract had been concluded. The demand-side,
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be it a peasant or a lesser knight, depended on the organizational effort of the provider of
securit whether this was a landlord or a member ofthe higher nobilit> The supply-side
was interested in the services gained in exchange, too, but did not become as dependent.
There are two reasons for this. On the one hand, most lords did not specialize to the
same extent as their subjects: they did not onlyprovide security and institutions but kept
at least parts of their demesnes which made them economicallymore independent.30On
the other hand, noblemen received the services of several peasants or other knights who
had to overcome a problem of collective action in order to put pressure on their lord.3’
As Mancur Olson showed, to solve this problem incentives are needed which influence
every individual selectively, but only ifhe or she takes part in the collective activity32

The greater the part of the lords’ income was which they gained from economic
activities of their own, and the less their subjects were able to act collectively, the more
independentwere the lords. Where the demanders ofthe goods they provided got into a
position ofdependenc the authorities found a newway to increase their income. They
could employ a special kind of rent seeking strategy by restricting the freedom of con
tract oftheir subjects, thereby excluding them from product markets which the authori
ties regarded as essential for themselves. This strategy allowed the authorities to raise the
prices of the goods theywere supplying in excess of the level reached under competitive
conditions. Restrictions created in this way became constitutive for the corporate social
orders which formed premodern society

Apart from that, restrictions of the freedom ofcontract might apply to agreements
concerning the supply of protection and institutions, too. When a political authority
restricted its subjects’ freedom to authoritatively provide collective goods of their own,
this strategywas obviously an alternative to the restriction of the freedom ofcontract on
product markets. In both cases political authorities aimed at reachingmonopolistic posi
tions. In the terms ofthe concept described above, political authorities modified a special
kind of meta-institutions. Today, these just define the economic actors’ exit chances;
additionally, in premodern times, institutions were relevant which restricted their free
dom to invest in the production of public goods like for example military security

For the subjects it was frequently impossible to evade these restrictions. This was
especially true when, in the territory into which they wanted to migrate, they daimed
rights of action which allowed them economically or politically to compete with their
prospective new authority Therefore, in premodern society institutional competition
was severely hampered; it cannot even be taken for granted that authorities were inter
ested in investments from abroad, quite apart from immigrants. This was only the case
when they did not regard investors of immigrants as political or economic competitors
whose freedom of contract was to be restricted at least as much as in their home terri
tory.33

The increasing restrictions ofsome economic actors’ freedom to supply public goods
of their own slowly turned premodern political authorities into organizations with tern
tonally defined monopolies for the supply oflegal rules and military secnnity Here, those
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authorities were most successful who were relatively independent because their subjects
were too many or too heterogeneous to act collectively. By the end of the eighteenth
century the premodern political order was usually modffied so far that each respective
supreme authority could determine which collective goods could be supplied at what
price by its subordinate authorities. The state therefore did not emerge because some
landlords conquered the manors of others until they ruled a territory big enough to be
called state, as suggested by Norbert Elias’ concept of competition between feudal au
thorities.34 The state and a society divided from it rather developed because more suc
cessful and therefore higher-ranking authorities restricted the freedom of contract of
lower authorities where agreements over the provision of certain collective goods were
concerned.

This can be demonstrated by the example of peasant communities which in the
fourteenth century enjoyed &r-reaching political autonomy but later were subjected to
their territorial lordships, eventually being reduced to administrative units of the abso
lutist state.35 The development shows that the validity of institutions depends on con
sent - not, of course, everybody’s consent, but the consent of the “relevant others” who,
in cases of doubt, are powerful enough to enforce the disputed rule.36 It is no surprise,
therefore, that the change described above did not come about without violent conflicts.
Indeed, the most bloodywar ever fought in Europe before the twentieth centurymust be
seen in this context: the Thirty Years War was, among other things, a war about the
organizational level of the emerging states.37

States evolved, in other words, because of the efforts ofpremodern political authori
ties to avoid competitionwith each other, that is, primarilywith their own subjects who
initially could act as political authorities of their own. Paradoxically, the result of this
process gave competition among the surviving authorities a new quality Eventually, this
caused the removal of the restrictions of the freedom of contract on product markets
mentioned above, thereby paving the way for the modern economic system the growth
potential ofwhich is much greater than that of the older system.

One of the factors which hampered the exit, or rather the entry of the owners of
mobile factors ofproduction in premodern times had been the flict that political authori
ties tended to regard them as economic competitors. The more the authorities specialized
in the provision of public goods, at the same time reducing their own participation in
product markets, the less did they compete with their own subjects. This came about
with the introduction of regular taxes which became possible after the lesser authorities
had been subordinated in the way analyzed above. As a consequence, the remaining
authorities lost the incentive to avoid competition by creating discriminating institu
tions for product markets. Instead, the immigration of tax-payers became increasingly
attractive. Absolutist governments were as interested in promoting immigration as in
preventing the exit of capital or labor. For prospective emigrants, their efforts to keep
their population where it was resulted in a significant rise in transaction costs. On the
other hand, the political fragmentation ofGermany contributed to lowering these costs.38
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For peasants, information about political alternatives to their own ruler was inexpensive;
migration itself, too, was not costly. Language barriers were no problem within Ger
many, so that the costs of becoming socialized witliin one state did not constitute a
specific investment that was without value in other polities.

However, even under such conditions it cannot be taken for granted that competi
tion between political authorities leads to the result suggested by the concept introduced
above. After the Thirty Years War, the princes of all larger German territories tried to
repopulate their lands by conferring privileges to immigrants. At least until the middle of
the eighteenth century; mercantilist policies provide abundant examples for the fact that
govermnents used to grant privileges or subsidies to immigrants or investors who threat
ened to emigrate.39 Even craft guilds practiced a similar policy: There were guilds which
granted special bonuses to apprentices who enlistedwith them, thereby trying to attract
the scarce labor potential away from less generous guilds.4°

Hitherto it has not been analyzed under which conditions the providers of institu
tions turned to modifying abstract rules rather than granting privileges. However, Viktor
Vanberg’s and James Buchanan’s distinction between constitutional interests and consti
tutional theories is helpful4’Constitutional theories are abstract expectations about the
results a specific institution is going to have, while constitutional interests depend on the
subjective evaluation ofhow these results will affect the judging individual. On the inter
est-level, agreeing on the introduction of an institution becomes easier when the uncer
tainty about the result the institutionwill have is growing, that is, it is the easier the more
abstractly the rule is formulated.

In eighteenth-century Germany, institutions were frequently the result of negotia
tions, for example between a prince and the territorial estates. Vanberg’s and Buchanans
argument suggests that this may have been important for the shift from granting privi
leges to introducing abstract institutions. It was easier to overcome the diverging consti
tutional interests and to reach an agreementwhen nobody could know for certainwhether
the new rule would harm or benefit him.42 However, the estates that took part in formu
lating rules held themselves numerous privileges, and occasionally early modem German
territorial diets are interpreted as forums for the rent seeking activities of the members of
the estates.43 It is plausible to assume that the estates represented there were interested in
gaining new privileges for themselves but opposed the granting ofprivileges to anybody
else because this would diminish the value of the rights they already held. This assump
tion is borne out by sources from the duchy ofWurttemberg.44

As far as the traditional privileges of the estates are concerned, constitutional theo
ries seem to have been more important, that is, expectations about the general economic
results ofnew rules. Here, agreement becomes the easier, the better these results can be
foreseen, that is, the better informed the participants in the negotiations are.45 In fact, in
the course of the eighteenth century; momentous changes took place: Political actors
became much better able to interpret exit (and entry) not only as a reaction to institu
tional conditions within their jurisdiction and to draw conclusions which eventuaflyled
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to the introduction of institutions favorable to economic growth. During the first halfof
the centur cameralist and mercantilist authors began to denounce privileges granted to
immigrants or foreign investors as harmfuL46 Just as the influence ofphysiocrat and early
liberal thought, this contributed to the fact that political actors became less responsive to
rent seeking and ceased to try to attract capital or labor by increasing legal inequality
Physiocratism and early liberalism were ofdecisive importance for the efforts to reduce
ranic-based institutional differences which began about the middle of the eighteenth
century4’

All this amounts to the hypothesis that in Germany the competition between the
states emerging in the course of the early modern age was a crucial factor in the develop
ment of the modern economic system. The lack of a universal empire made it more
difficult for political authorities to increase their revenues by arbitrarily raising taxes
because, within certain limits, economic actors had the chance to evade political pres
sure. Political actors who wanted to increase the governments’ revenues were therefore
forced to try and create institutions which allowed individuals to make use of their per
sonal knowledge and to base their decisions on information gained from prices which
reflected the relative scarcity of goods traded in the market. Transformation was not a
process planned in advance. Even though expectations about the different economic
consequences of alternative institutional sets influenced the decisions of early-modem
political authorities, nobodyknew in advance what the result ofthe institutional changes
would be. Here, too, the competitive process functioned as a discovery procedure.

Conclusion and outlook

The transition ofthe premodern to the modem economic system in Germany shows
that the concept of institutional competition gives rise to questions that hitherto have
been treated only in part and without connection. Of course, important results have
been achieved, but there are nonetheless a number ofproblems which merit closer atten
tion than it was possible to give them within the scope of this article.

Until now, for example, there is no comprehensive answer to the question ofwho
made economic policies in premodern Germany. More general, the question which needs
to be answered is: who was competing institutionallywith each other? In the context of
modern history this question is easy to answer. States have monopolized the power to
create and enforce legal rules, thereby constituting the supply-side of the market for this
kind ofpublic good, while private individuals and firms appear on the demand side. In
premodern history, however, distinctions are not as clear. The concept of institutional
competition suggests that it is insufficient to concentrate on a number oflarger territo
ries that allegedly alone were able to practice effective policies.48 Every political authority
practiced effective policies in so far as it influenced incentives to economic activities and
transaction costs. Traditional economic history has little to say about this problem, but
constitutional history hitherto frequently neglected by economic historians, has plenty
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to say.
While the exit and entry ofmobile factors ofproduction were obviously influencing

the authorities’ suppiy of institutions, within the scope ofthis paper it was impossible to
give the necessary attention to the effect the factor voice had. Current research on
premodern political resistance and on the litigation ofsubjects against their lords is rather
concentrating on what the members of the lower orders thought about legal questions
and on the reception of revolutionary ideologies from France.49 As yet, there are few
studies on the problem ofhowvoice influenced the rule-systems authorities supplied.55
Here, legal history is therefore no great help; field studies are necessary

Likewise, there are numerous open questions about the institutional changes initi
ated because of exit or voice. There are no empirical studies about the problem of the
shift from competition by privileges to competition by abstract institutions. Vanberg’s
and Buchanan’s theoretical approach which was briefly introduced above makes it pos
sible to formulate the questions more precisely, and suggests some possible answers.
However, this does not exclude the possibility that the authors abstract from a number of
factors which may have been important. How about the rulers’ time horizon, for ex
ample? When a ruler calculated in the short run, this would suggest that he was inter
ested in quickly maximizinghis income and in granting privileges, if the recipients paid
for them. Institutional suppliers like absolutist nilers who could expect to govern for life
would have had less incentives to granting privileges than the councils of free towns
which were only elected for one year. On the whole it does not seem to be very helpful to
contrast absolutist and non-absolutist authorities too sharply.

These are only a few ofthe problems to which the concept of institutional competi
tion is leading the historian. It is more then just a pattern to restructure large parts of
economic, constitutional and legal history It rather helps to see new links between these
areas ofhistorical research and to read the sources in a new light. Altogether institutional
competition seems to be a concept that may be exceptionally fruitful when applied to
economic history
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